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Goodgame Studios, part of Stillfront Group, 
announces the global release of EMPIRE: Age 
of Knights 

Goodgame Studios announces today the global release of their medieval fantasy strategy 
game EMPIRE: Age of Knights. Extending Goodgame’s successful ‘EMPIRE’ brand which 
to date has attracted close to 200 million players. EMPIRE: Age of Knights is now available 
globally on all major mobile platforms. 

In EMPIRE: Age of Knights, the player becomes a mighty knight, defending their realm 
against marauding orcs, while building the capabilities and prosperity of their castle. The 
player will have the option to unlock and explore new territories and strategically strike at 
enemies for reward and valour. Players can actively choose how to play the game: 
cooperative and peaceful, focusing on building and trading, or competitive, focusing on 
fighting and growing their empire. 

“A new Medieval EMPIRE game has been highly anticipated by our player community” 
says Head of Studio, Simon Andrews, who heads the studio responsible for the game’, 
“Player and publisher feedback has been very positive, and we have seen great interest 
through our pre-registration campaigns. In short, we are very excited to add EMPIRE: Age 
of Knights to our portfolio, extending our brand globally and offering our community a 
completely new EMPIRE experience”. 

“It is exciting that Goodgame Studios is releasing a new game within the EMPIRE family 
containing of five games in total. Goodgame Studios has an extensive experience in 
building evergreen games – EMPIRE: Four Kingdoms is the world’s all-time highest 
grossing app produced by a German studio. We are very excited to launch the game and 
look forward to player feedback”, says Jörgen Larsson, CEO, Stillfront Group.   

For additional information, please contact: 
Jörgen Larsson, CEO, Stillfront Group 
Phone: +46 70 321 18 00 
E-mail: jorgen@stillfront.com 

This information is information that Stillfront Group AB (publ) is obliged to make public 
pursuant to the EU Market Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for 
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publication, through the agency of the contact persons set out above, at 09.00 CEST on 9 
October 2019.  

 

About Stillfront 

Stillfront is a global group of gaming studios and a market leader in the free-to-play online strategy games genre. 
Our diverse and exciting games portfolio has two common themes; loyal users and long lifecycle games. Organic 
growth and carefully selected and executed acquisitions embody our growth strategy and our 650 co-workers thrive 
in an organisation that engenders the spirit of entrepreneurship. Our main markets are the US, Germany, MENA, 
France and UK. We are headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden and the company is listed on Nasdaq First North 
Premier.  

For further information, please visit: stillfront.com 
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